Welcome, GTH 100 students! Attendance at this event, as well as completion of this worksheet will allow you to receive a passport stamp towards attending an occupational, intellectual or social Wellness Passport event. In order to receive your verification stamp for this event you must complete the following tasks:

- Visit 3 study abroad booths and complete the questions below.
- Take this worksheet back to the Wellness Passport booth and give it to the representatives.
- **Be sure that you have completed the upper portion of the Wellness Passport Verification Page**, specifying which dimension of wellness you would like to utilize for this event. If your worksheet is complete, the representatives will stamp one of your Verification Pages printed on cardstock.
- You will only need to submit the stamped Passport Verification Page, with your completed answers on the designated due date.

1- **List the names of the 3 programs you visited:**
   (1) ____________________________________________________________
   (2) ____________________________________________________________
   (3) ____________________________________________________________

2- **List one thing that you learned about study abroad at JMU that you didn’t know before**

3- **Name one thing that interests you the most about studying abroad**